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Denture; Bridge; Crown

Aidan VanSuetendae!

Caleb sat in his ear the day his tooth fell out
and smiled in the little fold down mirror
in his ear and counted his white teeth, seven,
and his gray teeth, four, then folded up the mirror
and called a number he wrote on a scrap of paper,
asked to come in right away, then hung up
and closed his mouth, pressing his lips together.
Caleb lay back in the dentist chair and breathed in
the cold smells: fluoride, disinfectant, air freshener,
unfamiliar and uncomfortable smells that made him
feel out of place, like an inconvenient and awkward guest.
The dentist came in with his cloth mask and Caleb
could hardly tell if he was smiling behind his mask,
and wished desperately to know whether or not he was.
With his hidden perfect dentist teeth like a white
picket fence around his hidden sanitized pink tongue,
the muffled dentist said the options, the prices as
high as lottery winnings, digits and digits, and Caleb
thought of how the dentist’s teeth were a small fortune
in his perfect mouth, a sterile opulence crowning his jaw.
Porcelain, enamel, silver, gold; denture, bridge, crown.

The dentist gave him a little hand mirror, and asked
for his choice,perhaps the most affordable option?
and Caleb set his jaw, looked at the two eyes above
the white cloth mask, and said with sterile certainty:
Cold.
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